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Shortly after, all netizens’ attention was attracted by the scandals of both Spencer and Hanson. 
 
Some of them were shocked. 
 
“Hanson Moran has retired for two years. Who did he offend this time?” 
 
“Right. It’s so weird. How come someone has dug out and exposed all those scandals so suddenly?” 
 
“Maybe they just want to distract our attention from Spencer Lawrence?” 
 
“Will Spencer Lawrence’s news be suppressed soon?” 
 
“The negative news of Spencer Lawrence and Hanson Moran was exposed one after another. It seems 
there’s competition between the two. How hilarious!” 
 
All netizens didn’t mind watching the fun, which was exactly what Spence wanted. 
 
Hanson used to be famous, but he didn’t have many fans then, so Spencer wasn’t afraid of him. 
 
Meanwhile, Ivan also found out Hanson had exposed Spencer’s secrets. 
 
Hanson’s motives were simple, so anyone wise could tell why he had done so. 
 
Spencer’s style was similar to his, and Spencer had stolen his show, so Hanson had become upset about 
it. 
 
Hanson was pretty wanton. Ivan also found what he used to do when he was famous, and none of them 
proved that Hanson was decent. 
 
The nastiest event was that Hanson used to fight with his anti-fans and injured one’s eyeballs and liver. 
 
Moreover, he had even raped a fan girl and told the public that the fan girl voluntarily did it. 
 
He reminded Ivan of a rat growing up in the junk–dark and disgusting in an arrogant way. 
 
Ivan also saw the post above Hanson, which was now another trending topic online, including all details. 
 
With a single glimpse, Ivan knew it was done by Spencer. He used to be the champion of the world 
programming contest and was a famous hacker. 
 
Therefore, Ivan dialed his number. 
 
Spencer was at the film set, taking a five-minute break for the final scene. 
 
When his phone rang, he checked the number and hung it up without answering. 
 
Ivan patiently redialed his number, but his call was still rejected. 
 



 
Anger surged in Ivan’s eyes. He looked sullen. 
 
He understood Spencer didn’t want him to get involved in his business. 
 
‘Humph! I’ll just leave you to sink or swim.’ 
 
Whenever Spencer had time, he checked the news online and the data of both trending topics. 
 
The negative news about Hanson soon exceeded his, and the viewing and click rates kept rising. 
 
A touch of a smile played on Spencer’s lips. He looked fierce. 
 
Ivan didn’t object when he decided to work in the entertainment business. However, once his negative 
news was exposed online, Ivan called him immediately. Spencer wondered if it was because he was 
afraid the scandals of the Marsh family would be exposed. 
 
If that happened, Spencer wouldn’t care. At least the freaky woman, Aubree, could be pissed off. 
 
“Did you offend someone?” Georgia suddenly asked him. 
 
Standing next to him, she stared at Spencer while holding her arms on her chest. 
 
Spencer didn’t look up at her, his face hiding behind the hair bang, as if he didn’t hear her voice at all. 
 
“Are you fighting with Hanson Moran?” asked Georgia. Then she reminded him kindly, “He’s indecent. I 
used to work with him once. He’s a scumbag with a pretty face. Many of his fans are only obsessed with 
his face.” 
 
Spencer still ignored her. He checked the time on his wristwatch, put away his phone, and walked 
toward the shooting scene. 
 
His attitude riled up Georgia. 
 
He always ignored her. Even when she cared about him, he still didn’t respond. 
 
Georgia wondered what could be in such a weirdo’s mind. 
 
The last scene would be shot soon, so the filming for the whole drama would end quickly. 
 
All people on the scene were spirited. 
 
In the last scene, the male support role would propose the female support role for marriage. The female 
support role had successfully won against cancer and said yes to him. The scene was simple and 
harmonious but touching. 
 
The female lead, Georgia’s role, would take the arm of the male lead, Spencer’s role, staring at the 
lovebirds nearby tearfully. 


